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Abstract HPC and AI are fated to meet for several reasons. This article will discuss some of them and argue why this will happen through the set of methods and technologies that underpin cloud computing. As a paradigmatic example, we present a new federated learning system that collaboratively trains a deep learning model in different supercomputing centers. The system is based on the StreamFlow workflow manager designed for hybrid cloud-HPC infrastructures.

1 Introduction

High-Performance Computing (HPC) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are fated to meet for many reasons. First, HPC infrastructures embrace GPUs for their superior performance-per-watt ratio against general-purpose multicores. Second, the next-generation scientific workflows integrate AI-based steps for their accuracy in approximating and analyzing complex phenomena. Third, AI, specifically Machine Learning (ML), is a perfect workload for GPUs for required performance and development time. Today, we cannot close the circle of seamlessly running AI-enabled scientific workloads into HPC infrastructures, which system software and development tools are not designed for modern workloads, such as ML frameworks, typically designed for the cloud. HPC-cloud convergence is likely to bridge the gap.

This work takes Federated Learning (FL) as a paradigmatic example of modern AI applications. FL tackles the problem of collaboratively training an ML model using distributed data silos, where the data within silos cannot be exposed outside the infrastructure (and the owner-tenant) for privacy and secrecy concerns. FL is challenging because it requires federating infrastructures and orchestrating their workload managers (e.g., SLURM, PBS for HPC) cyclically. Indeed, training an FL model requires repeating several (possibly synchronous) rounds while exchanging
information among infrastructures at each round. Moreover, the traditional HPC toolkit does not adequately support the design of this kind of application, as the FL workflow needs to express cyclic workflows spawning across different infrastructures (OS/architecture).

The following two sections recap how FL works (Sec. 2) and how hybrid workflows can be used to describe and orchestrate cloud-HPC workloads (Sec. 3). Then, Sec. 4 presents a hybrid workflow describing FL across different HPC clusters with a cloud-based aggregator.

2 Federated Learning

More and more companies are adopting AI models to support their daily decisions, thanks to the growing availability of big data and computing power. Data are often fragmented between different organizations, forming the so-called “data silos”. However, due to several reasons, including the increasingly strict privacy regulations (e.g., the European GDPR), merging these data to obtain large datasets is not feasible. Federated Learning [12] is a distributed ML technique adopted to address privacy and security concerns.

The first FL algorithm, proposed in 2016 by Google, is FedAvg [12], which works with Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). DNNs are still the most used models in FL, even if works training standard machine learning models in federated settings exist in literature [14]. A typical FedAvg setting has multiple clients and a central server. Each client takes one step of gradient descent on the current model using its local data, and the server performs a weighted average of the resulting models. It is possible to iterate the local gradient descent steps several times before the averaging step. However, the fact that data in different silos might not be assumed to be independent and identically distributed (IID) poses a key challenge to FL [10]. In the last few years, several FL algorithms (e.g., FedCurv [16]) have been proposed to tackle the problem of non-IIDness and a recent work [4] shows that tuning the number of local gradient descent steps might be key to attack this problem, as it empirically shows that often algorithms perform better when this number is increased.

The typical runtime architecture of FL frameworks (e.g., Intel OpenFL [15] and Flower [2]) is a master/worker. Each worker is deployed onto a different location owning a private portion of the federated dataset, where it trains a private copy of a DNN model. At the end of each training round, each worker sends the serialized state of its model to the master, which computes an aggregated model using a configurable aggregation strategy and broadcasts it back to workers for the next round. Some recent FL frameworks drop the constraint of a single centralized aggregator, either relying on a tree-based infrastructure or implementing a fully decentralized peer-to-peer aggregation protocol. However, since the runtime infrastructure and the communication topology are always intrinsic characteristics of the framework implementation, users cannot seamlessly customize them.
3 Hybrid workflows

A hybrid workflow is a workflow whose steps can span multiple, heterogeneous, and independent computing infrastructures. Support for multiple infrastructures implies that each step can target a different execution location, which must have access to all the input dependencies. Locations can be heterogeneous, exposing different hardware resources and protocols for authentication, communication, resource allocation, and job execution. Plus, they can be independent of each other, meaning that direct communications among them may not be allowed.

Therefore, a hybrid workflow model should be composite, enclosing a workflow graph that describes a complex application in terms of steps and their dependencies, a location topology that represents a heterogeneous execution environment in terms of HW/SW resources and communication channels, and a mapping relation of each workflow step onto one or more execution locations. Each location can have two distinct roles. A control location belongs to the Workflow Management System control plane and can execute a command locally, offload it to other locations, or initiate a data transfer. Conversely, a processing location can only execute or delegate commands sent by other locations.

Hybrid workflows unify a description of software components’ interactions (steps and dependencies) with a description of the execution environment (locations and channels) in a unique model while keeping the two planes well separated. The global knowledge of the execution environment allows a WMS to act as an orchestrator, managing locations’ lifecycle and data transfers automatically without requiring modifications at the infrastructure level. Therefore, they represent the first step toward an Internet of Workflows [9], i.e., the ability to deploy workflows across multiple organizational and geographical boundaries.

As a practical example, they offer a way to federate HPC infrastructures at the application level, managing them as accelerators [6], i.e., offloading specific portions of complex workflows running elsewhere, from the user’s workstation to general-purpose Cloud VMs. In addition, the explicit mapping of steps onto location allows for avoiding unnecessary data transfers, making hybrid workflows suitable for describing distributed applications where data movements are not allowed, like FL workloads.

4 Hybrid Federated Learning workflows

In research scenarios, cross-silo FL pipelines are prone to run on heterogeneous and independent execution environments. Indeed, data providers are usually independent entities with different data treatment protocols, storage infrastructures, and access policies. Unfortunately, this independence also leads to different data formats, which need ad-hoc preprocessing pipelines before joining an FL experiment. Moreover, data protection measures are likely to disallow direct inbound and outbound connections involving the data storage nodes.
Conversely, existing FL frameworks are designed to work with homogeneous infrastructures by deploying an agent on each worker node or relying on Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) frameworks to submit training commands. Most also require direct bidirectional interconnections between the aggregation control plane and the training nodes to exchange models’ states directly. Representing an FL pipeline as a hybrid workflow can solve these problems.

This work evaluates hybrid workflows to execute a cross-cluster FL pipeline, where two independent HPC clusters train two different models on a private dataset and a Cloud VM acts as a centralized aggregator (see Fig. 1). The pipeline trains a VGG16 [17] with Group Normalization [18] over two datasets: a standard MNIST [11], residing on the CINECA MARCONI100 HPC facility located in Bologna (node: 2x16-core IBM POWER9 AC922, 256GB RAM and 4 NVIDIA V100 GPUs), and a grayscaled version of SVHN [13], residing within HPC4AI [1] facility located in Torino (node: 80-core Arm Neoverse-N1, 512GB RAM, 2 NVidia A100 GPU). The same DNN and datasets have been tested as a baseline in an article [3] showing that the aggregation of parameters at test time is a novel form of Transfer Learning.
The FL pipeline has been described using an extension of the Common Workflow Language (CWL) open standard [8], a vendor-agnostic language based on declarative YAML files. The official CWL standard does not include iterative patterns, which are fundamental to expressing the FL training process. However, a Loop construct has recently been proposed as an extension\(^1\). As far as the authors know, the present work describes the first real case iterative CWL workflow. At runtime, the StreamFlow framework [7] has been used to orchestrate the workflow over the hybrid cloud+HPC infrastructure described above.

Two FL configurations have been tested: 100 rounds of 1 epoch each and 50 rounds of 2 epochs each. Both used the FedAvg aggregation strategy. In addition, to compare performances with a baseline, the same configurations have been tested on a pure cloud version of the pipeline, in which the training steps have been executed by two worker VMs (8 cores, 32GB RAM, 1 NVIDIA T4 GPU each) using both the Intel OpenFL framework [15] and the StreamFlow pipeline (see Table 1). The two frameworks are comparable in terms of accuracy and time-to-solution when running on cloud VMs, meaning that general-purpose hybrid workflows are not “too general” to provide adequate performance. The overhead introduced by the remote cross-HPC executions (mainly due to queue times and transfers over low-performing networks) is largely compensated by the computing power and high-end interconnections provided by HPC facilities, and the benefits increase with heavier jobs (i.e., with more epochs per round, but also with larger datasets and models).

5 Conclusion and future work

This work investigates the potential of hybrid workflow models to realize Federated Learning (FL) systems across heterogeneous infrastructures with limited connectivity between worker nodes (e.g., supercomputing modules). To the authors’ knowledge, the reported experiment is the first usage of FL across supercomputers. Also, it suggests an effective way to federate supercomputing centers at the application level. The overhead introduced by using a general-purpose workflow system does not significantly hinder execution time. A drawback is the need to execute each round in each supercomputer in a single bulk. Some finer-grained alternatives will be explored in the future, like Jupyter-based literate hybrid workflows [5]. The code used for experimental evaluation is publicly available\(^2\).
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